
Engaging Students with News

News videos for students
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» For the past year, we have been reimagining our News in 
Education program

» Two new focuses:
1. 100% digital access, 100% of Minnesota students, 100% free

2. Be an engaging resource for Minnesota teachers

Why is Star Tribune doing this?
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» The importance of videos for GenZ

» How Star Tribune shifted videos to be engaging for GenZ

» Video producers and hosts explain their process

» Example videos and how to access

News videos for students
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Star Tribune
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Reporting Opinion
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The importance of videos for GenZ
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» For Star Tribune: important to get credible news in front of youth in our 
community, and to play a part in news literacy.

» Videos are important for youth, and only becoming more important:

» 2018 Pew study showed that 85% of teens use YouTube

» The Manifest reports YouTube is used more by GenZ’ers (89%) compared to 
Instagram (74%) and Snapchat (68%) on a weekly basis

» Video consumption rising: Cisco estimates that video will account for 82% of 
internet traffic globally by 2022, up from 75% in 2017

GenZ video consumption
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» Shifted from creating videos with website in mind to social-first video 
geared towards younger audiences

» Develop an ongoing relationship between the audience and content

» Young audiences build relationship with the people behind the content

» Create a consistent, visually appealing experience on the channel

Shifting videos for GenZ
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Graduating from college in a pandemic, now what?
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» If you want to include and elevate young voices, choosing a topic that 
already resonates with them is important...

» … And so is having a host + people prominently featured in the video 
that your target audience can relate to

» Simple set and props helped convey the casual, "we're just chatting" 
atmosphere that's common for many YouTube creators

Alexis
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George Floyd: How protesters sparked a Minneapolis Community Movement
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» We pivoted our focus to what we knew our audience needed

» We felt it was important to be transparent about who we were as the 
journalists putting stories together

» We wanted to make something unique

Mark
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Why young Minnesotans are voting in record numbers in 2020
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» The perspectives of younger voters remain underreported in media, 
polling and by members of government

» Yet Gen Z and millennials will soon become the largest voting bloc in 
the electorate, making their perspectives necessary in the national 
conversation

» We spoke to students across the state, creating opportunities for young 
people to see themselves in our political coverage

Zoë 
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» Star Tribune YouTube channel – engaging way to discuss important 
local news topics

» Students can feel a connection to the news and how it impacts their 
lives

Engaging students
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Thank you!


